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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a1 , z2 ,..., z,, denote complex numbers, at least one of which is different 
from 0, and set 
?a 
sg = c Zjk, h = 1) 2, 3,. . . . 
j=l 
There are a large number of extremal problems associated with the numbers 
s, which, apart from their intrinsic interest, have applications to other areas 
in analysis. A systematic study of such problems has been undertaken by 
P. Turin [l]. 
The problem we consider here arose in connection with obtaining bounds 
for the zeros of a polynomial (this aspect is discussed in Section 2). In the 
present setting the problem can be phrased as follows: obtain simple estimates 
for the quantity 
P = ,T$& I % I 
in terms of the power sums s1 , s2 ,..., s, . Apart from the order of its terms, 
the sequence (~~}jn_~ is completely determined by the numbers s, ,..., s,, . 
Explicit determination, however, requires one to solve a polynomial equation 
of degree 71, and this is seldom practical. One therefore sacrifices precision 
for simplicity. 
Since 
) Sk ) = ) i Z5k j < np, h = 1,2 ,... , 
j=l 
one has the lower bound 
In spite of its trivial nature, the lower bound B has a remarkable property: 
the ratio B//3 has a positive lower bound which is independent of n. One can 
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show by quite elementary means that B < fl < 5B. Apart from some inge- 
nuity, all that is required is the inequality 
for all r > 1, (1.2) 
which was proved in [2]. 
Knowing that B and fl are always ‘of the same order of magnitude’, it is 
natural to inquire if the constant factor 5 can be improved. We shall prove 
here that 5 may be replaced by 2 + 2 d/z = 4.8284..., and that this constant 
is best possible. 
THEOREM 1.1. If{,z,}pl has at least one nonzero term, then 
Both constants are best possible. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 
B 
ar,=inf-, 
B 
where the injmum is taken over all complex sequences (Zj};=l which have at 
least one nonzero term. Then 
lb-&+ 
The last sentence of Theorem 1.1 is justified by Theorem 1.2 and the 
observation that B = /I if {zj};l_i is a constant sequence. It is not hard to 
show that the infimum cy,, is actually a minimum, but determining the sequen- 
ces {.z~)~-~ at which this minimum is assumed seems to be an extremely 
difficult (and at present unsolved) problem. Neither is it known whether 
{cyn}zS1 is a decreasing sequence, although this seems likely, however. 
2. APPLICATION TO ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
Let 
P(z)= 5 agF=a,fi(l -zjz) (2.1) 
p=o i=l 
be a nonconstant polynomial of degree n or less with P(0) # 0. We consider 
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the problem of estimating the minimum distance from x = 0 to a zero of 
P(Z). With the agreement hat B and p refer to the sequence (.z~)~=~ defined 
by (2.1), this distance is just l//3. Furthermore, one can compute B directly 
from the coefficients of P(Z). From (2.1) we have 
XPyX) - = - t1 j+ = - jl SkZk. PM 
The power series for zP’(z)/P( z can be obtained directly by polynomial ) 
division so that the power sums Sk , and therefore B, can be easily determined 
without knowing the zeros of P(z). From Theorem 1.1 it follows that the 
zero of P(z) which is nearest to z = 0 must lie in the annulus 
42-l 
2B 
3. A MAJORIZATION THEOREM 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 requires a certain power series inequality which 
we shall obtain here in somewhat more generality than is needed. Let 
g(z) = f b& and G(x) = f ckxk 
k=l k=l 
be power series convergent for / x ) < R (0 < R < co), and suppose that 
1 bk 1 < ck 3 h = 1) 2, 3 ,... . 
For x = re@ (0 < r < R) and o! > 0 one obtains 
I g(4 - g(4 I G G(r) + G(4 
from the triangle inequality. We can improve this estimate if c, > 0 and cx 
is not too large. To give some meaning to the last remark, we set 
and note that A(u) tends to zero with a. 
THEOREM 3.1. With the above mentioned hypotheses and notation, one has 
I A4 - A4 I G G(r) - Gt - 4 (34 
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provided 01 is small enough that 
0 < A(m) < r. (3.2) 
Furthermore, if (3.2) is satisfied and equality holds in (3.1) for some z = zO , 
the-n z,, < 0 andg(z) E hG( - z) for some complex number X such that ) X 1 = 1. 
PROOF. From the triangle inequality one has 
I g(4 - g(4 I d f I bk I I rkeike - ak I 
k=l 
< 1 ck 1 rkeilce - ak 1 . 
k=l 
When 6’ = ?T the last sum becomes 
il ck 1 (- r)” - ak 1 = f ck 1 Yk - (- a)” 1 
k=l 
= 
k=l 
ckrk - il ck(- a)k 
= G(r) - G(- a). 
The removal of the absolute value is justified by CY < A(a) < Y. 
To complete the proof it will be sufficient to show that the function 
H(B) = fJ c, 1 rkeike - ak 1 
k=l 
assumes its maximum value at 0 = n. Since H(0) is even and has periodi2a, 
we can restrict our attention to values of f3 in [0, ~1. We write 
where 
fv) = we) + Hz(e), 
H,(e) = cl 1 reie - 01 1 + f c,, ( (re@)2k - Lx= / 
k=l 
and 
ff,(e) = f c2k+l 1 (reie)2k+1 - cP+l 1 
k=l 
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Clearly H,(B) is largest when 8 = r. We prove the same for H,(B) by showing 
that H,‘(B) > 0 for 0 < 0 < 7~. Let 
Then 
w,(e) = Ck 1 (Ye@)” - cxk 1 . 
Consequently, 
~lw t 
clra sin 8 cp sin 8 
y+CL =iqYp 
and 
, w;k(e) , < 2k&42k I sin 2ke \ y2k - $k 
1 sin 2kO 1 z-z 2kc,,or2”
1 - (a/r>“” 
< 
2kc~kcP 1 sin 2kB j 
1 - (cl/Y)” 
since J sin 2kB 1 < 2k sin 0 for 0 < 0 < r. Now 
fq(e) = 4(e) + f fdk(e) 
k=l 
From the preceding we have 
1 W;,(e) 1 < 4k2C2ka2k-i 
m‘ Cl(l - Lx/Y) ' 
so that 
f 1 dkce) 1 G 4 
k=l ‘ice> 
f k2c2ka2k-1. 
‘I(’ - dy> k=l 
The last expression is less than 1 by virtue of (3.2). Therefore H,‘(B) > 0, 
and this establishes (3.1). Further, since H,(B) is strictly increasing, B = r 
is the only value of 0 in [0, ~1 at which H(B) assumes its maximum value. 
Therefore equality cannot hold in (3.1) unless x is negative. Also, 
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g(z) E hG(- z) is necessary for equality in (3.1) since otherwise we obtain 
inequality for z < 0 in the first step of the above argument. 
In the next section we shall apply Theorem 3.1 with 
1 
GM = 1s 1 _ z --=jl$. 
We note for future reference that in this case c1 = 1 and 
k=l k=l 
= 2(1 " 42 a 
The reader can easily verify that (3.2) is satisfied if Y = 4 and 0 < 01 < .23. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. As a consequence of (1.2) we note that 
j > 0 implies that sic # 0 for at least one value of k, 1 < k $7t. Therefore 
B > 0 if /I > 0, and as the ratio S/p is unchanged if the numbers {zi}TC1 are 
multiplied by a complex constant, we can normalize our problem by assigning 
a particular value either to B or ,S By far the most convenient normalization 
for our purpose is to require that B = 1, i.e., that 
It is also no loss of generality to assume that z, = ] z1 1 = 8. For notational 
convenience we let a! = B/p = l//l. 
Let 
u(z) = - f Sk f 
k=l 
and set 
p(o) = jJ a,@. 
p-0 
Our starting point is the identity [7] 
eu(s) = E (1 - .zjz) + C a,@. 
?J=n+1 
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If we let a = a = l/z, , the first factor in the product vanishes and we have 
p(u) = f a9cP 
P-n+1 
an+l 
I 
@b(t) 
=- 
2ni c tn+yt - a) 
dt 
by virtue of the Cauchy integral formula; the path of integration here is a 
circle 1 t 1 = I > 01. 
We may suppose that OL < .23 since all we need to prove is that 
a > (1/2 - 1)/2. With this supposition we take the circle 1 t ) = 4 for our 
path of integration; we have 
exp (u(t) - u(a)} dt 
l=&Jc& tn 7’ 
Since ( a/(t - a) I < 2a/(l - 2a) < 1, it follows that 
1 < GW ;z I exp W - 44 I - 
We now apply Theorem 3.1 with g(z) = ~(z)/n, G(x) = - log (1 
and r = 4. We obtain 
u(t) ; 4”) ( < log 2 + log (1 + a). 
Using this in connection with (4.2), we have 
1 < {2a(2 + 2a))“; 
therefore 1 < 2a(2 + 2a), which implies 
a>d~-l 
-. 
2 
This completes the proof. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
(4.2) 
- 4, 
One can determine a sequence {x,};=~ (uniquely, except for the order of 
its terms) by prescribing values for the numbers sic , 1 < K < n. Our example 
consists in taking 
Sk = - It, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 78. (5.1) 
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We “solve” (5.1) for the numbers zi by computing the coefficients of the 
polynomial 
The asymptotic behavior (as II -+ co) of P,(Z) can be used to estimate its 
zeros, and in particular, to estimate 
In view of (5.1) we have already that B = 1. 
Let 
Q&l = x”P, (;) = h (1 - w)- 
As in Section 2 we have 
QmW _ - - - g1 s,@k-1 
Qn(4 
= & - $+, tn + sk) zk--l 
from (5.1). Integrating and applying the exponential function, we have 
Q,,(Z) = (1 - z)-n exp I- f (n + sk) $1 * 
k-a+1 
If we expand the right member of the above equation as a power series in z, 
we note that its partial sum of order n is just the partial sum of order n of the 
series 
(1 -z)-” = -f (,“) (-z)” = 2 (” +; - ‘) ZP. 
p=0 p=o 
On the other hand this partial sum must agree with Q,,(z). As a consequence 
we have 
P,(x) = znQn (;) = i (” + ; - ‘) .z+“. 
p=0 
Let us now investigate the asymptotic behavior of P,,(z). From the relation 
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between P,(z) and QJz) it follows that P,(z) is the polynomial part of the 
Laurent series for 
xn (1 - i,-” = (&)Y 
From the partial fraction expansion of this rational function we obtain 
= P&) + Rn(4, (5.2) 
where R,,(z) denotes the second sum on the right in (5.2). By considering 
ratios of binomial coefficients one easily establishes the following estimates. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose E > 0. The asymptotic formulas 
and 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
hold uniformly for 1 z 1 < 2 - E and 1 z - 1 ( > 1 + e respectively. 
To determine the asymptotic behavior of P,(z) for 1 z 1 > 2 one makes use 
of (5.4) and the identities 
Since 
$i 1 k(z) I1in = lim 2n 
I( )I 
r/n = 4 
n-m n 
for all 1 z 1 > 2, z # 2, the above identities allow one to determine the asymp- 
totic behavior of P,(z) for 1 z 1 > 2 except for those points z which lie on the 
level curve 
22 
I I 
- =4. 
x-l 
We denote by r the portion of this level curve which lies outside the disc 
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1 z 1 < 2; r is a simple closed curve which superficially resembles a cardioid 
with cusp at z = 2. It should be noted that if z is a point in the interior of r 
such that 
then 1 z 1 < 2 and (5.3) applies. One therefore obtains the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let I’ denote the simple closed curve 
and kt D, and D, denote respectively the bounded and unbounded components of 
the complement of r. Then the asymptotic formulas 
and 
hold uniformly on closed subsets of D, and D, , respectively. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.2 it follows that all the zeros of P,(z) 
lie near I’ if n is large. (Somewhat more careful estimates can be used to 
show that all the zeros lie in the bounded region DI.) 
Furthermore, if w is a point of r, there are zeros of P,(Z) near w for all 
large n. This follows from various general results of the distribution of zeros 
of polynomials [3-61. In particular, the uniform convergence of 
pm -, 
( 2n 1 
n = 1, 2, 3,... 
n 
allows one to apply G. Szego’s beautiful generalization of Jentzsch’s Theo- 
rem [6, Section 31. From this it follows that for large n the proportion of 
zeros of P,(z) which cluster along an arc of I’ is asymptoticaIIy equal to the 
change in 
1 22 
- arg - 
2?i- I I x-l 
along the arc. 
For the purpose of Theorem 1.2 it suffices to observe that P,(z) has a zero 
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near w = - (2 + 2 42) ‘f I n is large. This observation and the inequality 
of Theorem 1.1 prove Theorem 1.2. 
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